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September moming, For a while, horror reality it has been changing for years, as help and finanCIal support oj tile we should seek to consolidate peace, with a strong and united Europe, a solid
and solidarity drew both sides of the was foreseen in 1998 by Bruce Al1ler~can taxpayer: We have t,) ne stability and security in a world full of trans-Atlanticrelationship,a division of
Atlantic together, However. some dif- Hoffman in his book 'Inside TelTolism', thankful that the majority 01 scnaturs risks and uncertai)1ties shared by both tasks in strategic terms and stabilisation
ferences in the perception of risk and TI)is change was recognised at the and congressmen did not beileYC thc' pans, after serious conflicts, However. it is
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Sept. II should have profoundly aboUt the new terrorism, All foresaw Today, trans-Atlantic sceptlcls,m IS United States, The goal of this strategic. has been overtaken by events and must
strengthened the trans-Atlantic link, that it would be ever more daring, dan- not the exclusl,ve provInce ollhc co-responsibility is not only greater be replaced by one that is more flexIble
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should have understood that the same do not perceive in the same way and worst qisagreements between friends ties are markedly less than those of the cold w.:ar~t an end, Europe is no longer
community of values and principles with the same intensity tbe risk posed can be resolved by a cnSIS that cmb United States, With reference to peace the pnnClpal geostrateglc problem 111
exists on both sides of the Atlantic, by this new ten'orism,organised crime, well. This could well be one of those keeping operations, Emope and other the world, Now we have to leam to be
Alrnost everyone recognises this and the relation between the two and finally times, When these times occur, there IS developed nations around the globe an essential part of the S?lutlO~,The,
yet the practical en'ects of this percep- the lethal combinationof these, instabil- no doubt that only loyal friends have have played a key role, as demonstrated challenge is not small and In the face of
tion have not materialised in a clear itl' and "rogue states", This is exactly real influence, This is what the United by the positive precedents of Bosnia, it, uniting our strength is not only essen"
way, for which we can state that the what can be inferred from the European Kingdom and Spain have done all thesc Macedonia and Kosovo, tial, it is but the first step on a long and
g','lf that separates us is the perception opinion polls about the war in Iraq, months, Finally, we have to point out the spe- difficult. but unavoidable, road,- ~ .


